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1 Bio Energy Farm II Implementation
During the BioEnergy Farm II project the farmers were selected on the basis of the online scans, contacts in
farmers' exhibitions and participants in workshops.
After the selection process, the livestock farmer got a feasibility study on the profitability of a micro-scale
digester at their farm. The expert performed this study by the micro-scale digestion profit calculator. The
results are reported in the business plan.
For this deliverable a "Business plan template" was previously elaborated, translated and used within the
business plan tool. The data were collected in about 800 Business plans. The deliverable 6.1 show for each
country one business plan template filled, which also reflect the template form was used for each country.
The last four pages of each template were in English and the parameter and results shown there are the same
regardless the country template.
By using this "Business plan template" a practical support was given to selected farmers. Specific business
plans for their bioenergy projects were elaborated. With this collected data, mainly from the last four pages
of the business plan, the present report was published.

2 Business plan tool
DEIAFA-UNITO is work package leader. Due to the high number of business plans to be made, and in order
to make the documents in uniform format, a business plan tool (Figure 1) was made to allow all partners to
make standard business plans, starting from the expert feasibility scan made by CCS.

Figure 1 – interface off the business plan tool.

The tool made work in an integrated way with expert feasibility scan, and request 13420 EUR of
programming services, paid as subcontracting. This is more than the available budget (5000 EUR) because
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many partners requests and because we underestimate the budget needed, and because we need a second tool
to monitor the business plans made.
The user see under his account all business plans made, could elaborate new templates -e.g. from standard
template made the ‘pig farm’ template - and use for the pig farms. In this way the hours spend for business
plans were much less than in the other Bioenergy Farm I project although the quality of the business plans
made was the same. All important data were saved by the tool into a database. So in addition DEIAFA made
another tool that looks at the database and allows in control real time the business plans made by each single
partner along with the main important parameters (CHP power, payback time, etc.). For control, a day before
of the monthly skype meeting organized by CCS, an email was send to country-responsible people, with
their performance in terms of Business plans made toward the target. So the partners knew this constant
monitoring and they react very well to it. For DEIAFA was also possible to check the integrity and
properness of information inside the database, so partner were addressed to fill-in properly the business
plans. This system was very efficient, at the end about 800 Business plans were made, overpassing the initial
target of 700.

3 Business plan template
A general structure for a "business plan", the business plan template, was developed for all partners, taking
into account its applicability to all countries and scenarios available in biogas micro scale projects (e.g.
cultivation of energy crop, breeding of milk cow, pig, etc.).
This business plan sums up all information and data collected for the planned biogas micro scale project and
is divided in nine chapters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Purpose of the investment (General reasons to invest, Reasons to invest for farmer)
Non-technical aspects (e.g. Farm legal status, location, Farming system,)
Market analysis and social aspects (e.g. Subsidies, Social and ecological aspects, .)
Sizing and technical aspects (e.g. Technical description of the plant, Storage of liquid and solid
substrates, Digester, Outputs of the plant, etc.)
Logistics (substrates, cosubstrates, digestate)
Manpower needs
SWOT analysis
Economic viability (e.g. Investment cost, Benefits per year, Profit outcome, etc.)
Additional explanations by the bioenergy farm expert (summary information about the project,
relevant for the present business plan support report)

The country template were included in the business plan tool to facilitate the implementation of the business
plan for the experts of all the project partners. For the elaboration of the farmer’s business plans, the farmers
assisted by experts choose the most feasible bioenergy project concept and the expert filled a business plan
with the help of the business plan tool and of expert feasibility scan made by CCS. The business plan allows
the farmer to present the biogas project and serves as feasibility assessment paper especially for relevant
stakeholders and credit institutes.
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4 Aim of the business plan support report
The aim of this report is to summarize the information out of the business plan made within the BioEnergy
Farm II project by the project partners, to assess the data collected and to interpret and compare it.
This report is part of the BioEnergy Farm II project funded by Intelligent Energy Europe (IEE) within the
EASME agency. It has been written by the University of Turin – DISAFA Dept. with support from other
European partners within the BioEnergy Farm II project and represents one of the deliverables (D 6.2) of
work package 6 - Advice & Implementation.
The following chapter "Collected data and assessment" summarizes and analyses the collected data and it is
divided in the following sub items:









Support given
Financial and not financial motivations for projects realization
Business plan overview and countries details
CHP overview
Biomethane overview
Biogas production overview
Substrates overview
Investment costs analysis
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5 Collected data and assessment
This chapter presents the summary and valuation of data from the made business plans, which partly resulted
in concrete investment decisions and possibly will start bioenergy production in new microscale biogas plant
at farm level.
As is possible to see in Table 1 the project target of business plans to be made was of 700, with a capacity of
about 100 MW of biogas output by micro-scale digestion. The final results have to be 28 MW of realised
micro-scale digesters 1,5 years after the completion of the project as shown below. About 1/3 of the capacity
or 9 MW have to be realised within the project life time.
Table 1 - Project business plan and realized plant target

Country

Amount of
business plans

Capacity
(MW)

Amount of
installations

Installed
Capacity (MW)

Avoided emissions
(kt CO2e)

NL

100

12,5

25

3

9,9

BE

100

12,5

30

3,75

11,8

DE

100

17,5

30

5

20,0

DK

50

7,5

15

1,5

6,4

FR

100

13,0

30

4

7,1

PL

100

10,0

30

3

16,9

IT

150

37,5

30

7,5

22,6

Total

700

110,5

190

28

96,7

5.1Support given to farmers
The support given by the experts of all partner countries, i.e. Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy,
Poland, Denmark and France, to the farmers was diversified and took place in the period between September
2014 and December 2016. The average period of time spend to support farmers in developing and
summarizing the bioenergy project on their farm was of 42 days for each farmer.
The average time to make one business plan for the expert was of 7,7 hours. This was lower that than
expected and much lower vs. Bioenergy Farm I project (about 80 hours for Business plan) because of the use
of the business plan tool made from DEIAFA that helped the experts and partners to make the business plan
quickly.
Generally, support was given by direct communication with the farmers with additionally assistance by
phone when needed. Support was realized giving information about permits and emission regulations,
investment subsidies and creation of business plans, performing scans, feasibility calculations and scenario
analysis.
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Additionally, advice in plant size and optimization (e.g. optimize biomass use to minimize costs etc.) was
given and the 4 scenarios made with the offline tool (heat, biogas production, CHP and Biomethane) were
compared for each farmer.

5.1.1

Financial motivation to invest

In this chapter are summarized the initial financial motivations of the farmers that made the business plan
about a biogas microscale project. These initial motivations represent the incentive for a project idea and
later realization. They are just the first step of the whole project realization process and don't mean that the
idea or project is actually going to be realized.

Figure 2 - Financial motivation to invest

As is possible to in the Figure 2 we reached 1246 answers regarding the financial motivation to invest out of
802 business plans made. Multiple answers were possible.
The most common answers as financial motivation to invest was the Additional source of income,
representing 720 answers, i.e. almost 58% of all mentioned reasons, followed by the availability of subsidies
with 460 answers given (37%) and at the end the option of a share capital investment with 66 answers (5%).
The lower number given by the option of the shared capital of investment demonstrate that aggregate a large
number of entrepreneurs remains a big challenge for the agricultural sector.

5.1.2

Not financial motivation to invest

In this chapter are summarized the initial not financial motivations of the farmers that made the business plan
about a biogas microscale project.
These motivations are also important, because represent key factors like the availability of the substrates to
be used in the biogas plant, that without them consideration will be not possible realize the plant. They are
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just the first step of the whole project realization process and don't mean that the idea or project is actually
going to be realized.

Figure 3 - Non financial motivation to invest

As is possible to in the Figure 3 we reached 2718 answers regarding the not financial motivation to invest out
of 802 business plans made. Multiple answers were possible.
The most common answers as not financial motivation to invest was the Availability of manure biomass,
representing 713 answers, i.e. almost 26% of all mentioned reasons, followed by producing electricity and
heat with a CHP installation with 710 answers given (26%), the possibility to upgrade the manure to improve
fertilizers with 613 answers (23%), the possibility to contribute to environmental or climate protection with
577 answers (21%), the possibility to produce heat in a biogas boiler with 54 answers (2%) and at the end the
possibility to upgrade the gas for gas grid feed in with 51 answers (2%).
These motivations indicate clearly that there is more interest on the CHP type of plants instead of the
Biomethane and biogas production types. This evidence is also confirmed by the higher number of business
plans made in the CHP type compared to lower numbers of Biomethane and biogas types, as is possible to
see in the following chapter.
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6 Report on business plans made
6.1Total Business plan made overview
As is possible see in the Table 2, all partners except for Germany have managed to achieve this goal. The
total result summing the business plans of all the partners is 802.
Table 2 - Overview of the business plan made in the partner countries
Country

make
plant

Amount of
business plans

Electrical
capacity (MW)
1,659

Thermal capacity
(MW)
2,295

Biomethane
capacity (MW)

Total capacity
(MW)
0

3,954

Avoided emission
(kt CO2e)

Belgium

No

125

13,83

Belgium

Yes

17

0,2

0,285

0

0,485

1,7

Denmark

No

52

11,661

11,812

7,421

30,894

77,22

Denmark

Yes

1

0,387

0,395

0

0,782

1,28

France

No

66

3,618

4,716

0

8,334

18,91

France

Yes

35

2,298

2,885

0

5,183

11,89

Germany

No

55

2,194

2,673

0

4,867

13,32

Germany

Yes

5

0,329

0,379

0

0,708

1,6

Italy

No

177

12,467

14,492

0

26,959

65,84

Italy

Yes

9

1,261

1,422

0

2,683

4,22

Netherlands

No

109

2,078

2,471

7,305

11,854

47,55

Netherlands

Yes

19

0,442

0,498

0,63

1,57

14,01

Poland

No

132

2,582

3,365

0

5,947

10,35

Total usefull BP
Total plant
made

all

802

41,176

47,688

15,356

104,22

281,72

yes

86

4,917

5,864

0,63

11,41

34,70

Regarding the target of installed capacity, it was of 28 MW and that 1/3 of the capacity have to be realized
by the end of the project. It means 9,33 MW.
We reach the target as can be seen from the Table 2, where it is possible to see that the installed capacity at
the end of the project is of 11,41 MW out of 9,33 MW expected. Conditions to biogas installations were no
so favourable, so despite the high number of BP not so many were made.
Also the target of avoided emission was achieved with 34,70 kt CO2e out of 32,23 expected.
In the analysis made below, for each countries we have the total of BP made, how many were not feasible
(payback >20 years), the ones with payback <=20 year, which is in many cases the number of year for the
feed-in tariff, <=8 year, which we consider of interest for farmers, and then the one made/authorized that
were made/will be made very soon.
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6.2 Business plans made for Belgium
In Table 3 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the Belgium partner.
Table 3 - Simple payback plant overview for Belgium

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
142
9
133
68
17

% on total
100%
7%
93%
48%
12%

The Belgium partner made a total of 142 business plans out of 100 reaching the target. It is interesting to see
that the majority of the business plan made are under 20 year of economic simple payback time (93%), and
the 48% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Mostly in Belgium the business plan have an average capacity of 10 kW and a manure input of 2500 tons,
because this is the combination that is most beneficial in the current Belgian legislation. About 40 farmers
want to invest in a micro scale biogas plant, but most of them don’t have the resources because of the recent
recession in the dairy sector. However regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very
soon, the Belgium achieve a total of 17 plants.
Belgium partner reach all the target of this work package, this was possible following these steps:





the first step was selecting farmers that used the online tool (489 in total)
look only at the ones that have a good potential for the installation of a micro scale digester (190 in
total)
contact were made by BBPROJ for supplementary help offering a free detailed scan of their farm
(142 in total)
all these 142 farmers were visited by BBPROJ and 142 business plan was made.
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Figure 4 - Payback time for plants up to 50kWe in Belgium. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not considered.

In Figure 4 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from
Belgium partner compared to the CHP electric power of them.

CHP unitary investment - Belgium

25000
20000
15000

[€/kWe]

CHP
unitary…

10000
5000
0
0

10

20
30
CHP Electric Power [kWe]

40

50

Figure 5 - unitary investment for biogas plants up to 50 kWe in Belgium. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 5 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Belgium are higher in the
plants with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a very low capacity and
this results in an average higher investment costs for kWel.
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6.3 Business plans made for Denmark
In Table 4 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the Danish partners.
Table 4 – Simple payback plant overview for Denmark

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
53
4
49
29
1

% on total
100%
8%
92%
55%
2%

The Denmark partner made a total of 53 business plans out of 50 reaching the target. It is interesting to see
that the majority of the business plan made have a payback period under 20 years (92%) and the 55% of the
business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, the Denmark achieve a total of
1 plants.
Despite this number, about 10 organic farmers have tried to starting the biogas plant, and they are still
working with aspects of realizing their plant. Denmark partner will follow these 10 farmers and support them
with information, consultancy etc. to help the realizing their biogas plant and to start production of biogas.
Thus they will raise the contribution of Denmark to the total installed power.

Figure 6 – Payback time for plants up to 300kWe in Denmark. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not considered.

In Figure 6 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from
Denmark partner compared to the CHP electric power of them.
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Figure 7 –Unitary investment for biogas plants up to 300 kWe in Denmark. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 7 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Denmark are higher in the
plants with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a high capacity
(considering a micro-scale plant).

6.4 Business plan made for France
In Table 5 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the French partners.
Table 5 - Simple payback plant overview for France

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
101
5
96
51
35

% on total
100%
5%
95%
50%
35%

The France partner made a total of 101 business plans out of 100 reaching the target. It is interesting to see
that the majority of the business plan made are have a payback period lower than 20 years (95%), and the
50% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, the France achieve a total of 35
plants.
The French partner contacts the farmers by phone or during exhibitions and select the farmers for scan and
one scan test allowed to visit an AD plant with innovative concept and to describe it as case study : “France 2 digesteurs «poche » de 500 m3 chacun” : Biogazplus (supplier : Arcbiobaz).
Regarding the future realizations of plant they can estimate that before 2020 between additional 20-25% of
plants will be made because of a better feed-in tariff and subsidy schema.
| 14
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Figure 8 - Payback time for plants up to 140kWe in France. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not considered.

In Figure 8 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from France
partner compared to the CHP electric power of them. 50% have a payback less than 8 year. Thant means we
can expect quite a lot of new CHP – biogas plant in France.

Figure 9 - Unitary investment for biogas plants up to 140 kWe in France. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 9 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in France are higher in the plants
with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a medium capacity, below 100
kWel (considering a micro-scale plant).
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6.5 Business plan made for Germany
In Table 6 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the German partners.
Table 6 - Simple payback plant overview for Germany

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
60
17
43
5
5

% on total
100%
28%
72%
8%
8%

The Germany partner made a total of 60 business plans out of 100 not reaching the target. It is interesting to
see that the majority of the business plan made have a payback period under 20 years (72%), however only
the 8% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, the Germany achieve a total of
5 plants.
For Germany making the business plans was difficult for several reasons. Germany has a wide range of
biogas advisors ranging from governmental advisors to private companies. Those advisors have their own
calculation tool and have no need for a new tool like the one developed within this project. This was
confirmed by the German biogas experts whose have been involved in the expert workshops. In combination
with the scepticism towards investments that goes hand in hand with the amendment of the EEG made it
hard for us to attract farmers that are interested in getting a business plan. In contrast to the case in other
partner countries most of the farmers joining the workshops were not willing to make a business plan. Only
few approached the partners afterwards and provided the data needed to make a business plan.

Figure 10 - Payback time for plants up to 100kWe in Germany. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not considered.
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In Figure 10 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from
Germany partner compared to the CHP electric power of them. Can be clearly seen that very few BP are
within a feasible payback time.

Figure 11 - unitary investment for biogas plants up to 100 kWe in Germany. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 11 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Germany are higher in the
plants with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a medium-low capacity
(considering a micro-scale plant).

6.6 Business plan made for Italy
In Table 7 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the italian partners.
Table 7 - Simple payback plant overview for Italy

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
186
76
110
55
9

% on total
100%
41%
59%
30%
5%

The Italian partners made a total of 186 business plans out of 150 reaching the target. It is interesting to see
that the majority of the business plan made have a payback time under 20 years (59%), however the 41% are
not feasible and the 30% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, Italy achieve a total of 9 plants
for a total of 2,6 MW installed capacity by end of 2016. This is about the target of 2,5 MW by the end of
2016.
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In Italy the farmers were selected on the basis of the online scans, contacts made in farmers Exhibitions and
the participants at the workshops. After the selection process, the livestock farmer got a feasibility study on
the profitability of a micro-scale digester at their farm. The expert performed the study with the expert
feasibility scan, and then the business plan was compiled taking data from the Excel sheet to fill in the
template.
For the Italian partners the major difficulties are derived by the persistence of a complex incentives system
for micro scale biogas plants installation over the lifetime of the project, with a high risk business due to the
insecurity in the incentives. Also the long payback compared to others countries and the possibility to obtain
the certainty to take advantage of micro scale plants incentives only ex-post after their construction and
setting-up plays an important role. By contrast, the crisis, concerning the prices paid for milk producers, has
stimulated the need for a search of an additional income alternative (and consequently the realization of a
micro scale biogas plant), for the farmers that have money to invest, counterbalancing the difficulties high
lightened above.
The future installation of additional new plants is heavily influenced by incentives schemas and regulations.

Figure 12 - Payback time for plants up to 300kWe in Italy. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not considered.

In Figure 12 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from Italy
partners compared to the CHP electric power of them. It is interesting to see that for lower capacity plant the
payback time is higher. This is due to an high investment costs base that is not possible to recover with a low
electric production.
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Figure 13 - unitary investment for biogas plants up to 300 kWe in Italy. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 13 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Italy are very high for plants
with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a medium capacity (considering
a micro-scale plant).

6.7 Business plan made for Netherlands
In Table 8 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the Netherlands partners
Table 8 - Simple payback plant overview for Netherlands

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
128
46
82
44
17

% on total
100%
36%
64%
34%
13%

The Netherlands partner made a total of 128 business plans out of 100 reaching the target. It is interesting to
see that the majority of the business plan made have a payback under 20 years (64%), and the 34% of the
business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, Netherlands achieve a total of
17 plants.
In WP 6 CCS was responsible to perform the 100 business plans for the Netherlands. These activities fit
quite well with the organisation. The selection of farmers was at first quite hard for them. With advertorials,
newsletters and via exhibition the project became better known within the market and it became easier to get
in touch with the relevant farmers.
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Based on the results from the online tool, and after a while also based on experts experience, we selected the
farmers. Main criteria was herd size, but also spatial aspects are very important. For the selected farmers the
offline scan was performed. Some were done at the farm, others during workshops or exhibitions, and also
some scans were performed at the office. All farmers that had a positive business case and who had some
interest in more information were visited by one of our experts.
Because the relatively high interest in the Netherlands they performed more business plans than their target
was. From the >130 business plans, at least 11 farmers have built of will built in the next year a biogas plant.
About 17 farmers (that we know of) are in a trajectory of permit- and subsidy request. We assume that before
2020 more than 20 of the business plans have resulted in a biogas plant.

Figure 14- Payback time for plants up to 300kWe in Netherlands. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

In Figure 14 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the business plan made from
Netherlands partner compared to the CHP electric power of them. In this country it is not clearly visible a
trend line, this is due to the fact that the Netherlands is one of the few countries in which the partners made
also business plan regarding the biomethane and biogas scenarios.

Figure 15 Unitary investment for biogas plants up to 300 kWe in Netherlands . Plants with a payback greater than 20 years
not considered.
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As reported in Figure 15 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Netherlands are higher for
plants with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a medium capacity
(considering a micro-scale plant).

6.8 Business plans made for Poland
In Table 9 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan made from the Poland partner
Table 9 - Simple payback plant overview for Poland

Business plan
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
132
132
0
0
0

% on total
100%
100%
0%
0%
0%

The Poland partner made a total of 132 business plans out of 100 reaching the target. It is interesting to see
that all the business plan made in Poland are not feasible.
Regarding the plant that are made or authorized and will be made very soon, Poland achieve a total of 0
plants. This is because there are high prices of equipment for biogas production and cogeneration because
there is no domestic production. Due this very small demand a unit price is higher than could be on a better
developed market. Furthermore there is limited possibility of utilization of the heat and due to the recent
changes in the national law there is almost a complete lack of financial support for small scale biogas
production.
In Poland most of the Business Plans made are for medium size family farms (20-30 hectares, 25-50
Livestock Units), and the common type are cattle farms. Regarding the substrates used most frequently is
solid manure with water as a cosubstrate, then mix of solid manure and slurry, and only few farms use only
slurry. All the business plan made are for CHP plants.
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Figure 16 Unitary investment for biogas plants up to 120 kWe in Poland . All plants considered.

As reported in Figure 16 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in Poland are higher for plants
with a lower capacity. Moreover in this country the business plan made have a low-medium capacity
(considering a micro-scale plant) and a medium investment costs considering the others countries, this may
be a further confirmation that if the national regulation on incentives change the business plan would become
feasible.
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6.9 Total CHP overview
In Table 10 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan regarding only the CHP plants.
Table 10 - Simple payback CHP plant overview for all the countries

CHP
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

n
701
257
444
214
69

% on total
100%
37%
63%
31%
10%

Regarding only the CHP business plan made within the project, all the partners made a total of 701 business
plans. Thus this type is the most common type of biogas plant realizable in the project partners countries. It
is interesting to see that the majority of the business plan made have a payback under 20 years (63%), and
the 31% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
In this case 69 plants are made or authorized and will be made very soon for the CHP type.

Figure 16 - CHP simple payback time for plants in all the countries. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

In Figure 16 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the CHP type business plan made
from all the partner compared to the CHP electric power of them. It is clearly visible the concentration of
business plans in the range between 0 and 100 kWel that is the target of micro scale biogas plant of the
project.
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Figure 17 - CHP unitary investment for biogas plants in all the countries. Plants with a payback greater than 20 years not
considered.

As reported in Figure 17 the costs for electric kW of the business plan made in all the countries are higher for
plants with a lower capacity. Moreover most of the CHP type business plan made have a medium capacity
(considering a micro-scale plant).

Figure 18 - biogas plant capacity versus country of implementation

As is possible to see in Figure 18 in Denmark and Italy are present most of the high capacity plant studied
(35 and 35 BP). With regard to the medium size capacity, the business plan are distributed between France,
Italy and Germany. In small plants instead it is possible find especially business plan made in Belgium and
Poland (131 and 103).
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6.10

Total Biomethane overview

In Table 11 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan regarding only the Biomethane plants.
Table 11 - Simple payback biomethane plant overview for all the countries

BIOMETHANE
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
plant made

52
4
48
34
4

100%
8%
92%
65%
8%

Regarding only the Biomethane business plan made within the project, all the partners made a total of 52
business plans. It is interesting to see that the majority of the business plan made have a payback under 20
years (92%), and the 65% of the business plan made had a payback period lower than 8 years.
In this case 4 plants are made or authorized and will be made very soon for the Biomethane type.

Figure 19 - Biomethane simple payback time for plants up to 500'000 m3/year of biogas production in all the countries.

In Figure 19 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the Biomethane type business plan
made from all the partner compared to the Biogas production of them. However, biomethane plants are
mostly from Nederland (47 plants out of 52).
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Figure 20 - Biomethane unitary investment for plants up to 500'000 m3/year of biogas production in all the countries.

As reported in Figure 20 the costs per m3 of the business plan made in Netherlands and Denmark are higher
for plants with a lower capacity.

6.11

Total Biogas overview

In Table 12 it is possible to see an overview of the business plan regarding only the Biogas production
plants.
Table 12 - Simple payback biogas plant overview for all the countries

BIOGAS
total
not feasible
payback <=20 years
payback <=8 years
to realize plant

49
2
47
37
13

100%
4%
96%
76%
27%

Regarding only the Biogas production business plan made within the project, all the partners made a total of
49 business plans (mostly from Netherlands and Denmark). It is interesting to see that the majority of the
business plan made have a payback under 20 years (96%), and the 76% of the business plan made had a
payback period lower than 8 years.
In this case 13 plants are made or authorized and will be made very soon for the Biogas production type.
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Figure 21 - Biogas simple payback time for plants up to 500'000 m3/year of biogas production in all the countries.

In Figure 21 is possible to see the distribution of simple payback time of the Biogas production type business
plan made from all the partner compared to the cubic meters of biogas production of them. However, in the
country where the BPs were made, the payback below 8 years occurs for 73% of the BPs made.

Figure 22 - Biogas unitary investment for plants up to 500'000 m3/year of biogas production in all the countries.

As reported in Figure 22 the costs per m3 of the business plan made in all the countries are higher for plants
with a lower capacity.
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6.12

Substrates overview

Amounts of substrates used for biogas plants differ a lot. In fact amounts and substrate composition for the
specific plants are strongly dependent on which substrates are available at regional basis and regional
conditions, and regional laws about substrates that can be used.
Table 13 - Overview of the utilization of substrates for each country

Country
Tot
Cosubstrates+Manure Only manure
Belgium
142
1
141
Denmark
53
49
4
France
101
62
39
Germany
60
23
37
Italy
186
34
152
Netherlands
128
48
80
Poland
132
89
43
Total
802
306
496

In Table 13 is possible to see a breakdown for each country of the types of substrates used within the
business plan made by all the partners countries of the project. In total the most used substrates are the “only
manure” with 496 business plant out of the total of 802. This is the most convenient scenarios in many
countries because there is a penalty (low feed-in tariff) in the case of use of co-substrates, due to the law.

Figure 23 - Type of substrates utilized in biogas plant for each country and average

Figure 23 show the substrate utilization in each country of the project. It is interesting to see that in Belgium
almost the totality of the plants is performed using only manure (99% of only manure business plan made),
followed by the Italy (81% of only manure business plan made), while Denmark is the country that most uses
co-substrates together with manure (92% of co-substrates and manure business plan made). In Poland,
Netherlands and France there is a balanced use of the mix Co-substrates+manure and only manure.
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6.13

Investment costs

For all the business plan made regarding the micro scale biogas plant proposed, financial data was collected
to calculate various important financial aspects for the intended plants. Resulting data were e.g. the planned
total investment costs for the project, the estimation of revenues and maintenance costs within the operation
period, the simple payback time, etc. The target of all calculations and data was to allow the farmer to
present efficiently his bioenergy project, mainly to the authorities and the banks.
The following subchapters 6.13.1 and 6.13.2 with their tables and charts, show only an average financial
information out of the proposed and assessed bio-energy projects within the BioEnergy Farm II project.
Investment costs, import/export costs, energy and heat consumption costs, maintenance costs and other costs
related to the running plant can't be concluded or deducted out of this chapter, due to the great variety and
different conditions of bio-energy projects. For specific data of a project please see the relevant business plan
report in the annex.

6.13.1

Total investment costs

The total investment cost of a biogas plant is very important because through it most of the time a farmer
decides whether to make the plant or not. Obviously it is also important to know the national incentive
situation for the production of biogas, however the investment cost is usually the biggest barrier for an
entrepreneur who want to invest in bioenergy project. In fact it is not easy to obtain loans or leasing from the
bank for big amounts.

Figure 24 - Average investment cost in €/kWel for kW of electric power for biogas plants in each country

Figure 24 shows the total investment cost broken down by country. As mentioned in chapter 6.2 the business
plan made in Belgium have a very low capacity and this results in an average higher investment costs, more
than 11000€ per kWel produced in the CHP plant. On the other hand, the Netherlands has the lowest value
(almost 5000 €/kWel) with Denmark (6700 €/kWel), while Italy, France, Germany and Poland have an
average value that is between 7500 and 9000 €/kWel. Also regulation could play a role on these costs.
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6.13.2

Investment costs detail

In Figure 25 is possible to see the breakdown of Investment costs and the running costs (import/export costs,
energy and heat consumption costs, maintenance costs and other costs) related to the business plan made for
each country of the project.
It is interesting to see that for the running costs category the cost for biomass import/export is high in
countries with a large use of co-substrates instead of only manure (e.g. in Belgium is almost 0 while in
Denmark is 222€/kWe). Regarding the costs for maintenance and manpower and the other costs there are not
big difference among the project countries.

Figure 25 - Breakdown of costs in €/kWe installed for biogas plants in each country and average
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7 Conclusion
The business plan assessment process by the experts of all partner countries was a long lasting and
challenging work. It required big logistical efforts and responsibilities to deliver valuable data not only for
the participating farmers but also for this particular deliverable.
The data collected from all business plans indicated the variety of conditions, differences but also similarities
in micro scale biogas projects amongst the partner countries. It also included an huge amount of specific
information from the different countries. However analysis and comparison of data was not always possible
due to big differences in the frame conditions (e.g. incentives) and the varieties of country conditions.
The "BioEnergy Farm II" project and the implementation process was a success. Farmers where supported
by the experts in developing micro scale biogas projects suitable for their farms and a total number of 802
business plans were elaborated with a planned plant capacity of more than 104 MW. The elaborated business
plans allow farmers to present professionally their biogas project to relevant authorities and banks.
Several different motivation answers for project initiation were given. After evaluating them it can be settled
that most common motivations for farmers were: “Additional source of income” for the financial reason and
“Availability of manure or biomass” for the not financial reason.
There is a great interest in the CHP scenario in all project partner countries while the biomethane and biogas
scenarios find interest only in Netherlands and Denmark. This is mostly due to the national subsides system
that actually is in favour of the plants that produce electric energy in all the partners countries.
Regarding the substrates utilization among the business plan made in all the countries it is quite evident that
the only manure solution is the most widely used followed by the combination of manure and cosubstrates.
Investment costs and running costs for specific plants can´t be concluded or deducted in general form out of
this report, due to the great variety and different conditions of bioenergy projects, but some tendencies and
some specific examples are shown. Generally investment costs rise with rising capacities but the cost in
€/kWe decrease.
There are some conclusion and some remarks to draw:
-

-

The payback time is heavily influenced by regulations, that could imply larger costs and so longer
payback time with regulation increase
The payback time is positively influenced by good feed-in tariff. The higher the tariff, the better the
business plan. It is probably better a high tariff in short period, 15 year, if EU wants to promote the
biogas among farmers. This will increase the business plans with shorter payback time, increasing
the number of people doing the plant. After the 15th year, because the plant is not profitable, a new
tariff should be available to make the plant a little profitable. In this case we pay only the
environmental benefit of the work carried by the farmer while running the plant.
In the use of renewable energy we should also consider social aspects. To create incentive for the
renewable energies, we also provide additional jobs in agriculture, and sustain farmers staying in the
business. With low job opportunities we need to create new plants to boost job creation and this
should be an important priority, in some cases more important than environmental issues.
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-

-

-

Provide a more standard form of regulation at EU level to avoid too many interpretations of the law
by local authorities. Regulation and incentives are the most important driver on biogas
implementation.
Policy makers and regional officers who have to authorize the plants need specific training to avoid a
barrier in the authorization side. There is a need to train these people with a regulation that force
public authorities to provide training on each technology so they know later easily whether to
authorize the plant or not.
The contact with farmers interested could be achieved easily by fair participation: this helps the first
contact to be made. Farmers do not look at first to websites with business plans, they are also scared
about were the information will be saved and the security of the data. So a direct face-to-face
contact, also with workshops, could help. Also form of group aggregation allowed discussion and
communication among the people and the consultant, making more successful the business plan
creation.

Finally this workpackage demonstrate the important of having such a business tool available for the users.
The tool made by DEIAFA, not foreseen at the beginning was necessary to achieve the targets and also for
monitoring purposes: thanks to the tool, a day before of the monthly skype meeting organized by CCS, an
email was send to country-resonsible people, with their performance in terms of Business plans made toward
the target. So the partners knew this constant monitoring and they react very well to it. Another important
result was the standard formatting of the business plans, so every business plan adhere to a country format, in
term of data inside as a basis. Having the tool allowed also the users to speed up the process of making the
business plans, spending less time in filling the business plan with a tedious cut&paste process from the
expert biogas scan made by CCS. This action was no longer necessary since the business plan tool was
synchronised with the expert biogas scan made by CCS.
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Annexes
This annex contains all 802 delivered business plans by the partner countries within the
BioenergyFarm 2 project:








Annex A: Belgium
Annex B: Denmark
Annex C: France
Annex D: Germany
Annex E: Italy
Annex F: Netherlands
Annex G: Poland

142 business plan
53 business plan
101 business plan
60 business plan
186 business plan
128 business plan
132 business plan

As these annexes contain personal data of the farmers, the annexes are only available for the project
partners and the project officers of EASME.
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